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- Possible explanations:
  - PD have systematically lower willingness-to-pay
  - PD have more elastic demand: they may be willing to buy large quantities at high yields (low prices)
  - PD exercise market power
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\[ \text{Bids} = \text{Willingness to Pay} - \text{Bid Shading} \]

Optimal Bid Shading \( \approx \) Quantity \( \times \) Slope Residual Supply

If bidders are optimizing, their willingness-to-pay can be recovered from the residual supply and observed price and quantity pair.
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Risk-free interest rate: high frequency indicator of the willingness-to-lend

Value of the information: PD benefit from knowing their customers bids (Hortaçsu and Kastl, 2012)
- Information about the residual supply (competition)
- Information about the value in the secondary market (fundamentals)
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- Hope collaboration will bring about further developments: new economic questions, new methods